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" The Closet Diva, an individual image consultant and professional speaker, will assist you to edit, kind and organize your
closet to take the strain out of getting dressed up in the morning hours.Do you stand before a jam-packed closet saying
to yourself, "I have nothing to wear. Additionally, you will learn how to shop smarter and prevent buying mistakes. All
this in a step-by-step process that's easy for anyone!
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Good organizing ideas I actually was surprised that We liked this reserve, only because We didn't really think there was
much about dressing, purchasing and organizing I didn't know. I've referred to it several times before shopping or when
I need to be reminded of my personal style. I got a chance to discover Janise at a workshop she offered as well, & I had
just cleaned out my closet and experienced begun organizing it. Right now, I have to take everything back out and begin
over.Overall this publication will help you maintain an organized closet, pair items collectively that function, & Buy this
publication for yourself, a girlfriend, even your mother-in-law. help you dress for true to life situations without panic.
Loved this book very much. Suggest for all newbies to the closet organization and capsule wardrobe strategy. It is fun to
learn and was very easy to apply to my existing (and future) wardrobe. This book might be little but it packs a punch."
clothes you buy but don't possess anything to go with. she opened my eye to numerous fashion dilemmas I was creating
myself. The one that really struck me was the concept of "orphans". It is that item you like in the store, you buy, bring
home & it doesn't opt for anything in your closet! Now I am very aware when I purchase something out of my regular
comfort range, making certain I have items to pair with it or that I invest in buying some pieces that would work with it.
Sigh. Right to the point No water, short and clear.Great book, plenty of good ideas. The perfect gift for the lady with full
closets who currently has everything. You should read this The best book about organizing your closet, great step-by-
step advice, what you ought to have in your closet, what things to eliminate and how exactly to put everything jointly. It
inspired me therefore much that my closet was arranged within 3 times, I gave away a great deal of clothes that I had
thought to wear for sure - never did though :)Many thanks Janise - I believe every woman must have your reserve and
browse it, the glamour includes it,Cheers! A gem for anybody in the same predicament. Step by step process to change
how you purchase and organize your clothes.! A Perfect Primer This book ought to be on every woman's bookshelf!
Closet rescue indeed! But, she raised the idea of "orphans; Purchase one duplicate to keep and many to give as gifts!!
Janise gives a great option for all of that I read this book a while ago and it was a real vision opener. I was questioning
why my closet was bulging and I experienced nothing to wear. Janise provides great solution for all that.!!
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